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Abstract 

In this, in this procedure there was an endeavor to get ready aluminum combination metal 

grid composite to look at its machinability, mechanical properties and physical properties. 

Revelation tells that, combination of aluminum material is the best elective for structuring the 

material to give the fundamental attributes. Compound of aluminum metal lattice composite 

is getting fundamental acknowledgment for utilizing in vehicle and plane, as a result of its 

low thickness, higher quality, high level of solidness and more opposition towards rusting. 

The AA7075 aluminum compound is set up by strengthening the TiB2 (titanium borate), this 

composite is created by applying TiB2 in the amalgam of aluminum AA7075 as indicated by 

mass proportion 5%, 10%, 15% individually. The composite is framed with mix throwing 

strategies. Moreover, there are a wide inconstancy of mechanical and physical tests are done, 

for example, hardness test, pliable test and microstructure testing. A hardness testing is 

leading by utilizing the Rockwell hardness test instrument. This test demonstrates that 

expansion to the support of TiB2 is builds its estimation of hardness, anyway an escalation in 

fortification almost to 15%. The expansion in fortification will diminish the hardness esteem. 

Keywords: metal matrix, mechanical properties, aluminum alloy, TiB2, hardness test, tensile 

test. 

INTRODUCTION  

Introduction of composite/compound material 

Composite/compound materials are mixed with two (2) oradditional materials (e.g. 

reinforcing fiber, filler, and binder) that are different in macro scale information or shape. 

Metal matrix material is such a composition with at least two basic parts, one of metal, may 

be different metal or other material, such as clay or organic tile[1][2]. The different types of 

the composites are: 

 Metal Matrix Compounds (MMCs) consisting of metallic metallurgy (aluminum, 

magnesium, iron, cobalt, copper) and ceramic level (oxides, carbides) or loose metallic 

(lead, tungsten, molybdenum). 

 Ceramic Metal Composite (CMC) made of pottery ceramic matrix and embedded fibers. 

 Polymer matrix Composites made of matrix from thermoses (Unfinished Polyester (UP), 

Epoxy (EP)) or thermoplastic (Polycarbonate (PC), Polyvinylchloride, Nylon, 

Polystyrene) and stained glass, carbon steel thread or Kevlar fibers (spread level)[3][4]. 
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Typical comparative composite materials include: Mortars, concrete

a reinforced polymer with the roots of metal Composites and the ceramic composite 

(composite ceramic and metal matrix

Composite Material: AA7075 

7075 aluminum alloy is analuminum (Al) 

element. It is resilient, and has comparative strength to 

fatigue strength&average machin

other aluminum alloys, however 

thousand alloys. Density = 2.810 g/cm

Tensile strength = 280 MPa  

Melting points = 477-6350 C 

Elongation = 9-10 % 

Aluminium alloy is shown in Figure 

 

Composite Material: TiB2  

Titanium di boride (TiB2) is an exceptionally

oxygenation and resistance to mechanicalerosion of 

electrical director/conductor, so that

material/elements in aluminum 

TiB2 is the strongest & most stable 

the Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Reaction equation of titanium (Ti) oxide &

RESULT AND ANALYSIS  

materials include: Mortars, concrete reinforced fiber

h the roots of metal Composites and the ceramic composite 

composite ceramic and metal matrix). 

 

s analuminum (Al) alloy, with zinc (Zn) as an underlying 

has comparative strength to numerous steels, & has high average 

average machinability. It has lesser resistance to the corrosion than 

 hasconsiderably better corrosion/rust resistance than the two 

Density = 2.810 g/cm3 

Figure 1[5]–[7]. 

 

Figure 1. Aluminium alloy 

anium di boride (TiB2) is an exceptionally hard ceramics, with excellent heat

mechanicalerosion of milling tools. TiB2 is also a 

, so that it may be employing as a cathode

 (Al) smelting & may be shaped by an electrical window. 

& most stable of many titanium-boron machining,which is illustrated in 

 

. Reaction equation of titanium (Ti) oxide & the boron halides 

reinforced fiber, such as 

h the roots of metal Composites and the ceramic composite 

underlying alloying 

has high average 

corrosion than various 

resistance than the two 

 conductivity, 

milling tools. TiB2 is also a rational 

as a cathode (-ve) 

be shaped by an electrical window. 

which is illustrated in 
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Micro structure test 

Grain size of metal matrix composites

material are also increased with respect to the 

images of specimen shows the grain structure clearly by magnify the object up to 100 times 

as represented in Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Specimen 1(TiB2 5%, AA7075 95%)

Tensile test result: 

In the tensile test, work is goes through different tensile forces to find the brake point and the 

pick point of the specimen of the different composition. 

3579.610 N and for the second about 9636.410 N

CONCLUSION  

After conducting the experiment 

 Brittleness of the composite metal increases as the % of the TiB

 The melting point of composite metal is higher than base metal.

 Hardness of composite metal increases.

 The tensile properties/characteristics

 Elongation of the composite metal decreases.
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